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85 7/28/1996 CSXT CTC Train # Track Circuit Vulcan Intermediate, PeeDee, SC N

On 08/02/96 Traincrew reported that on 7-28-96 they received a Yellow over Green indication at M.P. 262.10 and a STOP at the Northend of PeeDee and was 
routed through the siding.  The signal was removed from service.  Signal personnel performed operational test and could not duplicate incident.  Event log at the 
Operations Center did not indicate any problem and indicated the train down the main line.  Signal personnel along with the local FRA inspector were able to 
determine that a track circuit failure was occurring in the siding, that problem was corrected.  No exceptions were taken to the signal system it has been 
restored to service.

Maintenance - Improper Adjustment, Track Circuit

84 7/29/1996 CSXT CTC Q69629 L-Signal Richardson Creek, Richardson Creek, SC N

On July 29, 1996 northbound train Q69629 reported a Red over Yellow signal indication with southbound train F76729 pulling into the siding at Richardson Creek 
ahead.  Signal system was removed from service.  Signal personnel along with FRA Inspector performed operation test on the signal and could not recreate 
this occurrence.  It was determined that during the same time of day that sunlight was causing a phantom aspect.  A longer hood was installed, lamp voltage 
adjustments were made.  Signal system was placed back in service.

Phantom Signal - Due to Sun Angle

196 6/24/1998 NS CTC CR 6116 Vandalism Westminster, SC N

At approximately 8:15 AM, train No. 266 was northbound on Track #1 when the crew observed the signal on Track #2, signal 532.2, displaying what appeared 
to be an APPROACH DIVERGING, Yellow over Green.  Since they had a CLEAR signal on their track, they knew they were lined onto single track at Jason, and 
the signal on Track #2 should not have been better than APPROACH.  They reported this as a false proceed to the dispatcher.

Signal personnel were called to investigate and found that the door was open for only the green aspect in the bottom color light unit.  Sunlight was shining 
through the lens on this signal that was facing almost due west due to the track alignment at this point.  Compounding the incident was the fact that the bottom 
red which should have been lit was burned out.  Had the bottom red been lit, this would have been an improper signal.

The screw-lock that secured the signal doors had been removed, apparently by an outsider.  The signal was secured with a padlock to prevent recurrence.

Vandalism - Signal Damaged, Caused Unintended Signal Aspect
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252 11/27/2000 CSXT CTC Q67425 Phantom SF-269, Pee Dee, SC N

Train Q674-25 reported a Yellow over a dimly lit offset Green aspect on the Northbound Automatic Signal in approach to the South End of Pee Dee.  Crew 
reported to signal personnel in the area who observed this condition and took immediate action by removing the signal from service then removing the bulb from 
the offset green lamp.  As a follow-up we installed a two aspect signal head with snow hoods in place of the offset green signal.  After full operational testing 
the signal was restored to service.  We are reporting this but we do not consider this to be a false proceed.

Phantom Signal - Due to Sun Angle

No. of Reports Shown in this Listing: 4
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